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INTRODUCTION

In July 2014, A.B. crossed the border between Mexico and Texas and applied for asylum in the United States.1 Her journey to America was long and arduous; it began in her home country, El Salvador, where she fled her abusive ex-husband.2 For years, she had suffered brutal violence at his hands: he hit her with beer bottles, threatened her with guns, beat her while she was pregnant, and

2. Id.
sexually assaulted her.\(^3\) After doing everything within her power to protect herself from him within El Salvador, such as obtaining a protective order and unsuccessfully asking the police to enforce it, A.B. feared for her life and left the country.\(^5\)

A.B. is one of thousands of women and girls who have fled domestic violence in the Northern Triangle countries of Honduras, Guatemala, and El Salvador to seek asylum in the United States. Their fates are decided in American immigration courts and governed by an opaque, complex asylum process. Most are denied asylum.\(^5\) A.B. was one of the lucky ones: the Board of Immigration Appeals (BIA) directed the lower court to grant her asylum claim based upon her victimization by her ex-husband.\(^6\)

But in June 2018, Attorney General Jeff Sessions personally intervened in A.B.’s case, Matter of A-B-, and overruled the decision to grant her asylum.\(^7\) As the Attorney General, Sessions had the power to direct any immigration case to himself for decision. This discretionary power is one of the many aspects of immigration law that is distinct from the Article III judicial system and that makes it more vulnerable to political influence. Sessions chose to intervene in A.B.’s case as part of his campaign to curtail the asylum process, which he believed had “become an easy ticket to illegal entry into the United States.”\(^8\) He used Matter of A-B- as a way to narrow the grounds upon which victims of domestic violence could apply for, and be granted, asylum. In Matter of A-B-, Sessions asserted that asylum claims based on domestic or gang-related violence would “[g]enerally” not be granted.\(^9\) In so doing, he overturned a precedential BIA case that established domestic violence as grounds for asylum, Matter of A-R-C-G-.\(^10\)

This Note argues that Matter of A-B- was wrongly decided. Sessions’s opinion dismissed the dynamics of gender-based and intimate partner violence and ignored the cultural conditions in asylum seekers’ home countries that leave them with few choices but to flee. The opinion wrongly characterized domestic violence as a private, interpersonal issue rather than a global epidemic that perpetuates gender inequality. Based on this mischaracterization, the opinion
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asserted that victims of domestic violence are “[g]enerally” not refugees within the meaning of the governing statute because domestic violence is unrelated to state action, a prerequisite for claiming refugee status. However, I argue that it is a mistake to classify domestic violence as a primarily “private” crime given its widespread and gendered nature. Further, in some cases, the infliction of domestic violence is ignored—if not condoned—by state actors, casting doubt upon Sessions’s claim in Matter of A-B- that such violence does not involve government action. While the holding in Matter of A-B- was narrow, the case nonetheless set a dangerous precedent that made it more difficult for victims of domestic violence to find asylum in the United States.

Part I explains the scope and severity of domestic violence worldwide and connects the infliction of domestic violence to patriarchal social, cultural, and legal structures. Domestic violence is a health and human rights crisis that affects millions of women and girls. Furthermore, domestic violence is caused by and reinforces traditional gender hierarchies. Women and girls will never be socially, politically, or economically equal while they remain unsafe from violence in their own homes.

Part II discusses violence against women in the Northern Triangle countries of Guatemala, Honduras, and El Salvador. A.B., like many asylum seekers in the United States with claims based upon domestic violence, is from the Northern Triangle. The combination of bloody civil wars, patriarchal cultural norms, and impunity for violent criminals has made the Northern Triangle a particularly deadly place to be a woman. The United States played a role in inciting the violence that has wreaked havoc on the region; now, women like A.B. flee, hoping to find refuge. In light of this history, the United States has not only a legal obligation but also a moral imperative to take seriously the plight of women like A.B. through the asylum process.

Part III describes the evolution of asylum law in the United States and how domestic violence became a basis for asylum in the years before Matter of A-B-. It discusses how the immigration law system—which governs asylum law—is different from the Article III judicial system and is susceptible to changing political priorities. Part III introduces the seminal domestic violence asylum cases that formed the foundation for the precedent overturned in Matter of A-B-.

Part IV analyzes Sessions’s decision in Matter of A-B- and argues that the case was wrongly decided. In Matter of A-B-, Sessions sought to create a general rule that precluded victims of domestic violence (and gang violence) from being granted asylum. However, I contend the opinion ignored the BIA’s precedential decisions and demonstrated a lack of understanding about the dynamics of gender-based violence. Based on this lack of understanding, the opinion misapplied asylum law in A.B.’s case, creating a dangerous and legally unsound precedent.

11. Id. at 320.
Part V explores *Grace v. Whitaker*, an Article III case decided in December 2018 that limits the practical effect of the holding in *Matter of A-B*. After Sessions decided *Matter of A-B*, United States Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS) promulgated a Policy Memorandum directing asylum officers to deny asylum claims based on domestic violence at the credible fear interview stage. However, a district court in Washington, D.C., held that the Memorandum was unlawful insofar as it created a blanket rule requiring asylum officers to deny asylum claims based on the type of harm suffered.

Finally, Part VI discusses the potential implications of *Matter of A-B* in the wake of *Grace v. Whitaker*. It asserts legal strategies that domestic violence and asylum advocates should use in the future. In using any of these strategies, it will be critical for attorneys representing victims of domestic violence to make explicit connections between the infliction of intimate partner violence (IPV) and the cultural, social, and legal structures that allow IPV to flourish. Additionally, I suggest that the Immigration and Nationality Act (INA) must be reformed to allow asylum seekers to claim asylum based on persecution because of their gender. Finally, Part VI posits that the immigration legal system is overdue for structural change.

I.

**THE GENDERED NATURE OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE**

Violence against women is a global epidemic that undergirds and perpetuates gender inequality. The World Health Organization (WHO) estimates that 35 percent of women worldwide have experienced some form of gender-based violence, most of which was perpetrated by current or former intimate partners. Almost one-third, or 30 percent, of women who have been in a relationship have experienced physical or sexual violence at the hands of a partner. In this way, women’s experience of violence differs starkly from that of men: rather than being assaulted by their intimate partners, men, according to WHO, “are far more likely to experience violent acts by strangers or acquaintances than by someone close to them.” This is not to suggest that men or nonbinary individuals cannot be the victims of IPV—they can and they are—

---
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15. *Id.* It is important to note that this percentage does not include emotional abuse or stalking, which are pervasive forms of domestic violence that can be just as damaging as, and often accompany, physical and sexual violence.
but to emphasize that IPV disproportionately affects women and girls. Women make up the vast majority of intimate partner victims and are more likely than men to be seriously injured or killed by intimate partners. Understanding the pervasive and gendered nature of domestic violence is key to addressing violence against women more generally.

Additionally, the gendered nature of domestic violence is relevant to how victims of domestic violence should be treated by United States asylum law. As this Note will discuss in Part III, to qualify for asylum, would-be refugees must show that they are part of a persecuted group. Given that victims of IPV are disproportionately women and girls—and that such a high proportion of women and girls are victims of IPV—there is an argument to be made that gender is a sufficient basis upon which asylum seekers can claim refugee status. Because interpersonal violence against women is so pervasive, women facing such violence should be able to seek asylum based on their gender.

The most devastating risk that survivors of domestic violence face is death. The United Nations recently announced that 30,000 women were killed by a current or former intimate partner in 2017. According to one WHO report, 38 percent of women who are killed globally are killed by a current or former partner. Another suggests the number is higher and that “40-70% of female murder victims [are] killed by their husband or boyfriend.” There is an important gender dimension to these figures: “While the majority of homicide victims are men, women are the primary victims of intimate partner homicide.”

Only about 5 percent of male homicide victims are killed by a current or former partner. Murder, or the threat of murder, can be part of the cycle of violence against women...
that women in abusive relationships experience.\textsuperscript{26} Indeed, IPV is almost always a precursor to the murder of an intimate partner.\textsuperscript{27}

Further, women are often in the greatest danger when they are in the process of leaving or have recently left their partner.\textsuperscript{28} This phenomenon, called separation assault, can have lethal outcomes. One study in California revealed that 45 percent of women killed in domestic homicides were killed in separation assaults.\textsuperscript{29} The substantial risks that women take when they separate or attempt to separate from an abusive partner help provide an answer to the oft-asked question: “Why didn’t she just leave?” The danger that accompanies separation reveals why state intervention may be necessary to protect women facing IPV.

The domestic violence epidemic deprives women and girls of their fundamental human rights. The United Nations Universal Declaration of Human Rights asserts that all people have “the right to life, liberty and security of person” and to be free from “cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment.”\textsuperscript{30} Victims of IPV are often deprived of life, liberty, and security by their abusers. They are killed, kidnapped, surveilled, beaten, and condemned to live a life of fear. Furthermore, domestic violence itself routinely involves “cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment.”\textsuperscript{31} Such abuse can include physical, sexual, or psychological violence. Because IPV can touch nearly every aspect of a survivor’s life, it also implicates other fundamental human rights: the right to work, to own property, to access healthcare and education, to dissolve a marriage, and to move freely, just to name a few.\textsuperscript{32} As women and girls around the world are systematically abused by their intimate partners, they are deprived of the human rights with which every person is endowed.

The health and human rights crisis caused by the high rates of IPV and homicide that women face perpetuates global gender inequality. Women and girls cannot contribute equally to or participate equally in a society that renders them unsafe in their own homes and relationships. The mental and physical trauma caused by IPV can prevent women from accessing education, employment, and healthcare. It precludes them from realizing the full scope of their political and economic potential. The worldwide scourge of domestic violence is caused in part by deep-rooted misogyny and sexist stereotypes.\textsuperscript{33} The way in which domestic violence prevents women from participating equally in

\begin{itemize}
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\item \textsuperscript{27} Id. ("IPV is the single largest risk factor for intimate partner femicide . . . ").
\item \textsuperscript{28} See, e.g., Dragiewicz & Lindgren, supra note 17, at 255.
\item \textsuperscript{29} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{31} Id. art. 5.
\item \textsuperscript{32} Id. arts. 13, 16, 17, 23, 25, 26.
\item \textsuperscript{33} See Declaration of Nancy K. D. Lemon, Matter of A-B-, 27 I. & N. Dec. 316 (Att’y Gen. 2018) (outlining the ways in which “[g]ender is one – if not the – primary motivating factor for domestic violence”).
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our global society only serves to reinforce such patriarchal structures and entrench harmful gender norms.

Thus, IPV is both caused by and undergirds systems of patriarchal power. What is more, government actors and policies—most notably, the lack of viable recourse or protection for victims of domestic violence—at times contribute to, and often do not meaningfully ameliorate, the prevalence of IPV. Because of this, the legal system should not treat domestic violence as a primarily interpersonal or “domestic” issue. Rather, legal frameworks must acknowledge the ways in which current government policies, law enforcement practices, and cultural attitudes have failed to address the global epidemic of domestic and gender-based violence. The fact that the brunt of domestic violence is disproportionately born by women is also important to legal responses to it.

II. VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN IN THE NORTHERN TRIANGLE

Violence against women is particularly severe and pervasive in the Northern Triangle countries of Honduras, Guatemala, and El Salvador. Many asylum seekers in the United States, including women fleeing domestic violence, come from the Northern Triangle. In recent decades, civil war and gang violence have ravaged all three of these countries. The trio share the distinction of being among the most dangerous places to live for women and girls, with all three in the top five countries in the world for rates of femicide.  


35. Id.


disentangle IPV from the culture of misogyny, gang violence, and impunity that enables IPV to flourish in these countries.  

It is difficult to discern how much of the violence that women experience is at the hands of current and former partners. This is because gender-based violence is ubiquitous in the Northern Triangle countries and because of the stigma associated with speaking about domestic violence. Guatemala’s Public Prosecutor’s Office provides one clue: more than 76 percent of the cases of violence against women received by the police in 2013 were perpetrated by a current or former partner. Another reason is that gang members in these countries routinely force young women to be their “girlfriends” and assault or kill them if they don’t comply. The sexual and physical victimization of girls and women, many of whom are forced into coercive relationships with gang members, is weaponized as a tool of control and intimidation by the gangs that run rampant in some Northern Triangle neighborhoods. In this way, the line between IPV and other forms of violence against women is blurred, but there can be no doubt that the two are interconnected. The high rates of IPV in the Northern Triangle countries may be a product of conditions—namely, a culture of violence and a lack of government protection—which render IPV more severe and more lethal in the region than in other countries.

There are several factors that have led to the epidemic of violence against women, including domestic violence, in the Northern Triangle countries. To begin with, the “legacy of violence” from brutal civil wars that ravaged the region in the second half of the twentieth century contributed to a normalization of violence, and particularly violence against women. Karen Musalo, an attorney at the Center for Gender and Refugee Studies at University of California, Hastings, noted that in Guatemala, “[v]iolence against women, including sexual violence, was a strategy of the [civil] war” that raged there.

38. It is important to note at the outset that domestic violence and violence against women more generally are not unique to the Northern Triangle, nor to any one culture or country. While I discuss the cultural, social, and historical forces that have led the Northern Triangle to be particularly deadly for women, I do not mean to assert that other places do not have similar issues or conditions. I focus on the Northern Triangle countries because many asylum seekers, including the woman in Matter of A-B, come from there.


42. It is also possible that there has been better data collection on violence against women in the Northern Triangle than in other countries. Because of the connection between violence in the Northern Triangle and migration to the United States, such violence might be the focus of more research that reaches United States audiences.

43. See Musalo et al., supra note 41, at 181.
between 1960 and 1996. During the conflict, women and girls were systematically raped, mutilated, forced into sexual slavery, and murdered. Musalo further argued that “[t]he conflict made violence culturally acceptable; it led to a nation of people accustomed to extreme brutality . . .” In some ways, violence now manifests in every aspect of life—from intimate domestic spheres to public criminal activity. Similarly, armed conflict in El Salvador in the 1980s and 1990s also involved widespread violence, including “mass rape,” against civilians.

As the United States struggles with how to handle asylum seekers fleeing violence in the Northern Triangle, it is important to be aware of its role in perpetuating and fostering such violence. The bloody legacy of these civil wars was exacerbated by the United States’ involvement in them. The influx of American money, arms, and military training likely heightened the lethality and duration of the conflicts. For example, throughout the 1960s and 70s, the United States gave Guatemala over $30 million in military aid, despite being “aware of the army’s dismal track record on human rights.” Further, during the genocidal regime of Ríos Montt in the 1980s, the Reagan administration supplied “about $15 million in spare parts and vehicles” directly to the Guatemalan military, which systematically murdered indigenous civilians. Additionally, the United States sent military aid (to the tune of hundreds of millions of dollars) and advisors to the Salvadoran military. American military officers trained a battalion that carried out the massacre of over 1,000 Salvadoran citizens. The United States thus had a hand in the conflicts that inflicted trauma and normalized violence, including violence against women. Given this history, it
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seems that the United States has a moral imperative not to turn its back on innocent civilians fleeing the brutal conditions that it helped create.

The proliferation of gangs and drug cartels in the Northern Triangle has ensured that the wartime culture of brutality survived the conflict itself. Criminal gangs, like the armed forces before them, enjoy unprecedented levels of power and use violence against women to intimidate and control.\textsuperscript{53} Not only do they assault, rape, and kill women who they force into nonconsensual relationships (or those who refuse to date them), but they also “exact vengeance on rivals via the rape and murder of daughters and sisters.”\textsuperscript{54} Women are thus both victimized for their own sake and used as sacrificial, disposable pawns in feuds between gangs. An investigative report published by the \textit{New York Times} in April 2019 quoted a Honduran women’s rights advocate who said of the gangs: “They see women as property.”\textsuperscript{\textit{55}} She described young girls telling her they are warned by gang members, “[i]f you don’t get into it, we will break you.”\textsuperscript{\textit{56}} Regardless of their response, gang members break the girls anyway, and kill them for failing to meet drug selling quotas, for failing to pay debts, for rejecting their romantic or sexual advances, or simply “because they are the girlfriends of criminals who tire of them.”\textsuperscript{\textit{57}}

In a disturbing trend, violence inflicted on women by gangs in the Northern Triangle—which often involves elements of IPV—has recently become more brazen, public, and sadistic.\textsuperscript{\textit{58}} It is not just that women are being beaten, raped, and killed at terrifying rates. It is “the ways they are being killed — shot in the vagina, cut to bits with their parts distributed among various public places, strangled in front of their children, skinned alive — [that] have women running for the border.”\textsuperscript{\textit{59}}

A deeply patriarchal culture contributes to the prevalence and severity of violence against women and IPV in the Northern Triangle. According to Musalo, “Women [in the Northern Triangle] occupy an inferior position within society and suffer discrimination and exclusion because of their gender.”\textsuperscript{\textit{60}} This oft-cited “culture of machismo” makes women more vulnerable to abuse because they are considered less valuable to society, and violence against them is widely accepted.\textsuperscript{\textit{61}} As a result, misogynistic societal values are reflected in the legal system. For example, Musalo asserted that “until 1998, the Guatemalan Civil
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Code accorded women a subordinate status to their husbands.\footnote{Musalo et al., supra note 41, at 183.} Until recently, sexual violence was considered a “private” crime, and a perpetrator could be pardoned if the victim agreed.\footnote{Id.} While these laws are no longer in effect, the societal impacts of such state-sanctioned discrimination remain. In Honduras, a first offense for beating an intimate partner is a “fault,” not a crime, and often carries no legal consequences.\footnote{Nazario, supra note 55.} Domestic violence thrives in societies where women are oppressed and devalued; such conditions exist in the Northern Triangle.

Each of these factors is related to what is perhaps the most important contributor to lethal violence against women in the Northern Triangle: impunity. As one Honduran woman put it, “It’s almost like there’s a carte blanche for the assassination of women [in Honduras]. Anyone can murder a woman in Honduras and nothing will happen.”\footnote{ARRIAGA \\& TIMONEY, supra note 34, at 2 (alteration in original) (citation omitted).} Her perspective is supported by the data: in 2014, “95 percent of sexual violence and femicide cases [in Honduras] were never investigated, while only 2.5 percent of cases of domestic violence were settled.”\footnote{Id.} Similarly, in El Salvador, only 5 percent of female homicide cases between 2013 and 2016 led to convictions.\footnote{Hallock et al., supra note 40.} In 2013, only 2 percent of perpetrators in 50,000 cases of violence against women in Guatemala spent even a day in prison.\footnote{Beltrán, supra note 39.}

This lack of government and law enforcement protection or accountability sends a message that men can brutalize women in the Northern Triangle and face little to no consequences. It extends from the police—who in Guatemala “routinely wait twenty-four to seventy-two hours to start an investigation into a report of a missing woman,” noting that “many young girls run off with boyfriends”—to judges, who often refuse to issue protective orders to abused women because they do not want to interfere in “domestic disputes.”\footnote{Musalo et al., supra note 41, at 185, 162.} When women finally receive protective orders, they often go unenforced, either because their enforcement is a low priority in a crime-ridden country or because police officers don’t believe that domestic violence is a crime.\footnote{See, e.g., Rose, supra note 1 (detailing how police officers didn’t do anything for A.B., and would laugh at her when she tried to report her husband).} One advocate in Honduras described how police officers often mocked or berated women who reported domestic violence, saying things like, “You like getting hit, don’t you?”\footnote{Nazario, supra note 55.} In some cities in Honduras, police tell women to serve their abusers with the restraining order themselves because they are afraid to enter violent
neighborhoods.\textsuperscript{72} One woman who got a restraining order and had to deliver it on her own did not survive the process. “She disappeared that day and was later found burned, inside a bag, on the banks of [a river].”\textsuperscript{73} This culture of impunity spawns more violence.

Perhaps nothing illustrates the dire situation of women and girls in the Northern Triangle better than the lengths they will go, and the risks they will take, to escape. Each year, thousands of women and girls undertake the long and dangerous journey through Mexico to the United States to seek asylum.\textsuperscript{74} They often face traumatic events along the way including “disproportionately high rates of sexual violence” and victimization at the hands of “smugglers (\textit{coyotes}), gangs, cartels, and police.”\textsuperscript{75} If they do make it across the border, their chances of being granted asylum are slim: in 2016, over 90 percent of such claims were denied.\textsuperscript{76} The fact that women are willing to risk such a dangerous journey to pursue a promise of safety that has so little chance of being realized reveals much about the perils they face at home.

III.

\textbf{DOMESTIC VIOLENCE AS A BASIS FOR ASYLUM IN THE UNITED STATES}

Women and girls fleeing domestic violence in the Northern Triangle sometimes seek asylum in the United States. When they do, they begin a process that can be complex, lengthy, and often heartbreaking given the low rate at which such claims are approved. In the past few decades, asylum law has evolved to recognize that gender-based violence can be grounds for asylum. At certain points, immigration judges have held that victims of domestic violence may be granted asylum. However, because of the political and inconsistent way that asylum claims are adjudicated, the law is constantly in flux. This Part will outline the basics of asylum law in the United States, discuss the evolution of domestic violence-based asylum claims, and explain the decision in \textit{Matter of A-R-C-G-}, which established a framework for how domestic violence asylum claims could be won.

\textbf{A. Asylum Law in the United States}

A person may be eligible for asylum in the United States if she is within its borders and meets the definition of a refugee.\textsuperscript{77} According to the INA, a refugee is

\textsuperscript{72} Id.
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\textsuperscript{74} Hallock et al., \textit{supra} note 40.
\textsuperscript{75} Id.
\textsuperscript{76} Benner & Dickerson, \textit{supra} note 5 (referring to data provided by the Department of Homeland Security).
\textsuperscript{77} \textsc{Robyn Barnard et al., Ctr. for Gender & Refugee Studies, Gender-Based Fear-of-Return Claims for Women and Girls 6 (2018).} Because this Note focuses mostly on cisgender women fleeing domestic violence, I am using the pronoun ‘she’ to refer to a general asylum seeker.
any person who is outside any country of such person’s nationality or, in the case of a person having no nationality, is outside any country in which such person last habitually resided, and who is unable or unwilling to return to, and is unable or unwilling to avail himself or herself of the protection of, that country because of persecution or a well-founded fear of persecution on account of race, religion, nationality, membership in a particular social group, or political opinion.\(^\text{78}\)

The basic elements that an asylum seeker must prove are: (1) persecutory harm or a well-founded fear of persecutory harm, (2) that the persecution was on account of a protected ground, (3) that there was a nexus between the persecution and the protected ground, and (4) that there was a failure of state protection.\(^\text{79}\)

This legal standard is difficult to meet and requires asylum seekers to fit their unique stories into an inflexible framework. Overcoming the particular social group standard is a daunting task even with legal representation, but many asylum seekers have no representation at all.\(^\text{80}\)

A refugee must apply for asylum within one year of entering the United States.\(^\text{81}\) The next step in the asylum process is an interview by an asylum officer in which the officer determines whether the applicant is eligible for asylum.\(^\text{82}\)

The officer may grant the applicant asylum at this step.\(^\text{83}\) If the officer does not grant asylum, the applicant goes before an immigration judge who hears the facts of the case and either grants or denies asylum based on the statutory factors described above.\(^\text{84}\)

If an asylum seeker is apprehended at the border or within the United States, the process is slightly different. Then, the applicant first faces a “credible fear


\(^{79}\) BARNARD ET AL., supra note 77, at 6; see also INS v. Elias-Zacarias, 502 U.S. 478, 481 (1992) (discussing the definition of a refugee and holding that an asylum seeker must establish both a “well-founded fear” of persecution and that the persecution was “because of” a protected ground, such as political opinion).


\(^{82}\) Id.

\(^{83}\) Id.

interview” conducted by an asylum officer. The goal of the interview is for the officer to determine what circumstances the applicant is fleeing and whether she is in danger of persecution if she returns. If an applicant fails to establish that she has a credible fear of persecution or harm in her home country, she is deported unless she requests review by an immigration judge. If she establishes credible fear, she is allowed to remain in the United States pending her asylum proceeding before an immigration judge.

If an applicant’s asylum claim is denied by the immigration judge, she may appeal the decision to the BIA. The BIA sometimes issues precedential legal decisions which are binding on immigration judges. If the BIA denies an applicant’s asylum claim, she may appeal that decision to a federal district court. One claim may take years to wind its way through this complex and under-resourced system.

It is important to understand the difference between the immigration courts that hear asylum claims and other courts in our judicial system. Immigration courts are part of the executive, rather than judicial, branch of the federal government. As such, these courts are under the purview of the Attorney General, who is appointed by the President. The Attorney General and the courts they oversee play a crucial role in implementing the President’s immigration policy and priorities. Therefore, unlike Article III federal courts, immigration courts are neither politically neutral nor independent of the executive branch. They are subject to changing political policies, which makes asylum law particularly unpredictable.

B. The Development of Domestic Violence Asylum Claims Before Matter of A-R-C-G-

The definition of a refugee does not include gender as a protected ground. As such, it is difficult for women fleeing domestic violence to establish a protected ground on which they have been persecuted. Attorneys who bring gender- and domestic violence-based asylum claims typically assert that their clients face persecution because of their membership in a particular social group.

88. Id.
89. Id.
This strategy can be tricky. “According to the BIA, a particular social group must be (1) comprised of members who share a common immutable or fundamental characteristic, (2) socially distinct within the society in question, and (3) defined with particularity.”91 The particular social group standard is, like so much of asylum law, a precise and high bar to meet. Satisfying the standard requires that immigration judges have a certain level of understanding of the dynamics of gender-based violence.

In the early 1990s, advocates began to have success in creating particular social groups that could provide the basis for asylum claims based on gender-motivated violence. Matter of Kasinga, decided by the BIA in 1996, represented a landmark victory and demonstrated a potential path forward.92 The applicant in Kasinga was a young woman from Togo who fled a forced polygamous marriage and female genital mutilation (FGM).93 She was granted asylum based on her membership in the particular social group “young women of the Tchamba-Kunsuntu Tribe who have not had FGM, as practiced by that tribe, and who oppose the practice.”94 This group exemplified the type of specific, narrowly tailored “particular social group” that would prove to (sometimes) be effective in subsequent gender-based asylum cases. Kasinga thus provided a blueprint for attorneys going forward.

In 1995, Rody Alvarado, a survivor of domestic violence from Guatemala, sought asylum based on a particular social group theory similar to that proposed in Kasinga.95 Married at the age of sixteen, Alvarado suffered brutal physical and sexual abuse at the hands of her husband in Guatemala.96 Ten years later, she fled to the United States because she had no options left in her home country.97 Her attorney recounted that her attempts to improve her situation were all in vain: she went to unresponsive police, in front of a judge who refused to “get involved in domestic disputes,” and even fled to another part of Guatemala, “only to be hunted down and beaten unconscious by [her husband] for her attempt to move away.”98


92. 21 I. & N. Dec. 357 (B.I.A. 1996). Asylum cases are named “Matter of [Applicant’s Name].” Sometimes, just the applicant’s initials are used to protect her privacy.

93. Id.

94. Id. at 358.


96. Matter of R-A-, 22 I. & N. Dec. at 908; see also McGee, supra note 95, at 1048.


98. Musalo et al., supra note 41, at 162.
Alvarado typified the refugee who suffered violence at the hands of a private actor but whose government was “unable or unwilling” to protect her. Her plight was similar to that of many women who experience IPV in the Northern Triangle.

Alvarado claimed asylum based on her membership in the particular social group “Guatemalan women who have been involved intimately with Guatemalan male companions, who believe that women are to live under male domination.” 99 While her claim was granted by an immigration judge, the BIA reversed the decision when the Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) appealed. 100 The BIA found that her purported particular social group did not meet the “socially distinct” and “particularity” requirements because it was “defined largely in the abstract” and had “little or no relation to the way in which Guatemalans might identify subdivisions within their own society.” 101 Furthermore, the BIA rejected Alvarado’s contention that the Guatemalan government was unable or unwilling to protect her. It reasoned that “the record did not establish that the actions of Ms. Alvarado’s husband ‘represent[ed] desired behavior within Guatemala or that the Guatemalan government encourages domestic abuse.” 102

Matter of R-A- was significant because it was the first time the BIA issued a precedential decision in a domestic violence asylum case. 103 It was a setback for advocates working on behalf of survivors of IPV seeking asylum. However, the denial of Alvarado’s claim caused a public controversy and Attorney General Janet Reno vacated the decision, promising that her office would promulgate new regulations for domestic violence asylum cases. 104 Those regulations were never finalized, and Alvarado remained in legal limbo until she was finally granted asylum in 2009 by an immigration judge in San Francisco. 105 Because an immigration judge, rather than the BIA, granted her claim, it had no precedential value and was not binding on future IPV asylum cases. 106 Thus, even after Alvarado was granted asylum, immigration judges continued to deny asylum claims made by victims of domestic violence for a variety of reasons. 107

While the decision in Matter of R-A- was pending on remand to the immigration judge, Matter of L-R- was decided. L.R. sought asylum from her abusive partner in Mexico, a sports coach from L.R.’s school who raped her at
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gunpoint when she was nineteen.\textsuperscript{108} Over the next twenty years, the coach “kept her in virtual captivity, using physical force and beatings, and threatening death to her and her family members, to prevent her from leaving.”\textsuperscript{109} L.R. went to the police, but they did nothing to prevent the abuse.\textsuperscript{110} L.R. also sought help from a judge because her abuser kept their three children from her.\textsuperscript{111} But the judge said that he would only help L.R. if she had sex with him.\textsuperscript{112} L.R. refused, and the judge “told her she was a bad mother, because a good mother would do anything for her children.”\textsuperscript{113} After decades of horrendous abuse, L.R. sought refuge in the United States—but her abuser followed her.\textsuperscript{114}

The immigration judge denied L.R.’s asylum claim.\textsuperscript{115} While recognizing her plight, the judge “found that [the abuser] beat her simply because he was a violent man, not because of her gender or status in the relationship.”\textsuperscript{116} L.R. appealed the decision to the BIA. The Department of Homeland Security (DHS) submitted a brief agreeing with the immigration judge that the original particular social group put forth by L.R.—”Mexican women in an abusive domestic relationship who are unable to leave”—did not meet the INA standard.\textsuperscript{117} Because the group was “centrally defined by the existence of the abuse [the asylum seekers] fear,” it was “impermissibly circular.”\textsuperscript{118} However, the DHS wrote that domestic violence could be the basis for any asylum claim and that L.R. might qualify for asylum if she characterized her particular social group differently.\textsuperscript{119} The DHS observed that for domestic violence asylum claims, the particular social group “is best defined in light of the evidence about how the respondent’s abuser and her society perceive her role within the domestic relationship.”\textsuperscript{120}

In L.R.’s case, the DHS suggested two possible particular social group formulations that might lead to a successful asylum claim: “Mexican women in domestic relationships who are unable to leave” and “Mexican women who are
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viewed as property by virtue of their positions within a domestic relationship.”

Despite the former being very close to the original group that L.R. had offered, it was not “centrally defined” by her abuse, and therefore the DHS asserted that it met the INA standard.

On remand from the BIA, an immigration judge granted L.R.’s request for asylum. The case was significant because of the DHS’s brief, which clarified that domestic violence could be a basis for asylum and provided guidance for how asylum seekers should frame their particular social groups to meet the INA standard. It was a victory not only for L.R. but for thousands of women like her who sought refuge from their abusive partners.

It can be difficult to write about the history and evolution of asylum law because so much of what moves the law forward happens behind closed doors. Most immigration court decisions are never published or made available to the public, making trends in immigration law nearly impossible to track. While I have outlined the facts and circumstances of two important domestic violence asylum cases here, other applicants were granted and denied asylum during the period between 1994 and 2012. According to a database compiled by the Center for Gender and Refugee Studies, of 260 domestic violence asylum cases they studied that were decided in this period, 140 resulted in asylum being granted and 63 resulted in denials. However, Blaine Bookey, an attorney at the Center, noted that its “dataset of domestic violence asylum cases is skewed towards positive outcomes precisely because [the Center] learns of these cases from attorneys—that is, these cases concern asylum seekers who had legal representation, and whose legal counsel sought expert assistance.” Because information about immigration court decisions is so hard to come by, it is hard to get an accurate picture of the asylum landscape.

I note these facts to underscore the fluid and opaque nature of asylum law as it relates to domestic violence. In the period described, asylum was granted very much on a case-by-case basis. The only precedential decision on domestic violence asylum was Matter of R-A-, but even its binding value was disputed because the case was vacated. Therefore, the BIA’s position on domestic violence asylum was anything but clear. Bookey explained in 2012: “[W]ether a woman fleeing domestic violence will receive protection in the United States seems to depend not on the consistent application of objective principles, but
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rather on the view of her individual judge, often untethered to any legal principles at all.”

That changed two years later with *Matter of A-R-C-G*.

**C. Official Recognition of Domestic Violence Asylum Claims in Matter of A-R-C-G**

In *Matter of A-R-C-G*, the BIA, for the first time, issued a precedential, binding decision that clearly asserted that domestic violence could be the basis for a successful asylum claim. The BIA did *not* say that asylum would be granted to all, or even most, IPV victims who sought it. Rather, it held that petitioner Aminta Cifuentes met the criteria for asylum in her particular case, and that other applicants who could likewise meet this standard might also be granted asylum. The case clearly laid out how a survivor of IPV could qualify for refugee status as defined by the INA.

Cifuentes and her three children fled Guatemala in 2005 and crossed into the United States on Christmas Day. Cifuentes then filed for asylum based on her experience as a victim of domestic violence. Cifuentes had been married to her husband since she was seventeen years old. He subjected her to severe physical abuse which included beating her frequently, raping her, and dousing her with paint thinner to burn her. Like Rody Alvarado, Cifuentes repeatedly sought help from the police in Guatemala, but they told her “that they would not interfere in a marital relationship.” Her husband knew she would not receive help from the authorities because, in his words, “even the police and the judges beat their wives.” She also tried to leave her husband and remain in Guatemala, seeking refuge with her father in a different city. But her husband found her and “threatened to kill her if she did not return to him.” Like many women in the Northern Triangle, the only way she could keep herself and her children safe was by seeking refuge in another country.

The BIA granted Cifuentes asylum based on her membership in the group “married women in Guatemala who are unable to leave their relationship.” They reasoned that in cases where women cannot leave their marriages, both
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gender and marital status are immutable characteristics as required by the definition of a particular social group adequate to support an asylum claim. Furthermore, the BIA found that the particular social group was socially distinct because “Guatemalan society . . . makes meaningful distinctions based on” the characteristics of the group by not responding to or taking seriously the epidemic of IPV. The BIA recognized that both the “social distinction” and “nexus” requirements depend heavily on the facts of an individual case and the specific circumstances in an applicant’s home country. Even so, it demonstrated in strong terms that domestic violence could, in cases like Cifuentes’s, be the basis for asylum in the United States.

While Matter of A-R-C-G- was fundamental in advancing gender-based asylum law, the case failed to offer full protection for victims of domestic violence. As Bookey, one of Cifuentes’s attorneys, remarked, “Notwithstanding the undeniable contribution of Matter of A-R-C-G- for the broader legal principle it contains (that domestic violence may serve as a basis for asylum), the legal holding in the case is narrow and fact-specific, leaving immigration judges a great deal of discretion.” Bookey noted that, in the wake of Matter of A-R-C-G-, immigration judges across the country applied the case differently, reaching opposite outcomes in cases with similar fact patterns. This was partially because, while the holding in Matter of A-R-C-G- was clear, the reasoning was less so. The BIA did not fully explain why Cifuentes established each element of her asylum claim because DHS, her opponent in the case, had conceded several of them. This lack of specific guidance made it difficult for immigration judges to follow the decision consistently. DHS’s role in Matter of A-R-C-G- was thus important and reflected the more pro-asylum policies of the Obama administration. The political context in which it arose was critical to the manner in which Matter of A-R-C-G- was decided. Because it did not clearly explain its reasoning in asserting that Cifuentes qualified for asylum, the BIA left the decision vulnerable to the whims of a new political moment.

IV.

MATTER OF A-B-: A STEP BACKWARD IN DOMESTIC VIOLENCE ASYLUM

On January 20, 2017, Donald Trump was sworn in as the forty-fifth President of the United States. During his campaign, President Trump espoused anti-immigrant rhetoric, equating migrants and refugees with
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cinnals.\textsuperscript{148} He vowed to “Make America Great Again” by building a wall along the southern border and prohibiting Muslims from entering the United States.\textsuperscript{149} Since President Trump has been in office, his administration has prioritized reducing the number of refugees who are granted asylum, including women fleeing domestic violence.\textsuperscript{150}

President Trump has reduced the asylum program primarily through the actions of his former Attorney General, Jeff Sessions. Sessions is a former senator from Alabama who is well known for his anti-immigration views, and who was once denied a federal judgeship “amid charges of racism.”\textsuperscript{151} He was one of the first sitting senators to endorse Trump’s presidential campaign,\textsuperscript{152} and was appointed Attorney General shortly after the inauguration.\textsuperscript{153} Sessions made no secret of his disapproval of the Obama administration’s adjudication of asylum claims.\textsuperscript{154} He thought that the previous administration had improperly applied the law and granted asylum to too many refugees.\textsuperscript{155} It was unsurprising, then, that in June 2018, Attorney General Sessions intervened in a domestic
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violence asylum case and overturned the precedent set in Matter of A-R-C-G.\(^{156}\)

That case was Matter of A-B.\(^{157}\)

A.B. sought asylum based on her membership in the group “El Salvadoran women who are unable to leave their domestic relationships where they have children in common.”\(^{158}\) In El Salvador, she had lived in fear of her ex-husband, who was the father of her children and whom she could not escape.\(^{159}\) She said, “I remember when I was pregnant with my second child, he beat me a lot. . . . He threatened to hang me from the roof. And I got down and covered my stomach, and he started kicking me in the back.”\(^{160}\) Like Rody Alvarado and Aminta Cifuentes, A.B. sought protection from law enforcement but, in her words, “they didn’t do anything.”\(^{161}\) She tried to hide from her abuser by moving to a different part of El Salvador, but he found her and raped her.\(^{162}\) Left with no other options, she applied for asylum in the United States.\(^{163}\)

Immigration Judge V. Stuart Couch denied A.B.’s initial asylum claim.\(^{164}\) He made four holdings: (1) A.B. was not credible; (2) El Salvadoran women unable to leave their domestic relationships are not a “particular social group” under the statute; (3) even if the group did qualify, A.B. did not demonstrate that her membership was a central reason for her persecution; and (4) A.B. did not establish that the local government was unable or unwilling to help her.\(^{165}\) Judge Couch has a record of denying gender-based asylum claims and having his decisions overturned on appeal.\(^{166}\)

In December 2016, the BIA overturned Judge Couch’s ruling in Matter of A-B and remanded the case with instructions that A.B. be granted asylum.\(^{167}\) The BIA strongly disagreed with much of the immigration judge’s ruling. It held that Judge Couch was “clearly erroneous” in finding A.B. not credible.\(^{168}\) It also
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reasoned that A.B. had established her membership in a permissible particular social group because her group was “substantially similar” to that in Matter of A-R-C-G-1, which was binding precedent. It further held that the immigration judge erred in finding that A.B. could safely leave her ex-husband and that there was a nexus between the harm A.B. suffered and her membership in a particular social group. Finally, the BIA asserted that the El Salvadoran government was unwilling or unable to protect A.B.

In March 2018, Sessions intervened personally in A.B.’s case. The Attorney General has the power to adjudicate any immigration case before the BIA. On June 11, 2018, almost exactly four years after A.B. first applied for asylum, he denied her application. He also went further, overruling the Matter of A-R-C-G- and asserting that the “decision was wrongly decided and should not have been issued as a precedential decision.” In one move, Sessions cast the asylum prospects of thousands of women fleeing gender-based violence into doubt.

The basic thrust of Sessions’s opinion was that the BIA in Matter of A-R-C-G-misapplied the law and that Matter of A-B-, which followed its precedent, was therefore wrongly decided. Sessions found that in Matter of A-B-2, “the [BIA] erred in finding several of the immigration judge’s factual and credibility determinations to be ‘clearly erroneous.’” He argued that the immigration judge correctly found that A.B. was able to leave her husband because he “cited evidence that the respondent was able to divorce and move away from her ex-husband, and that she was able to obtain from the El Salvadoran government multiple protective orders against him.” This analysis ignores the reality of separation assault, the phenomenon in which abused women are actually at the greatest safety risk right after they separate from their partners. That A.B. was able to divorce her husband is not proof that she was safe from him. Indeed, A.B.’s ex-husband continued to stalk and assault her after they divorced and she moved away. Further, the police refused to enforce A.B.’s protective orders, leaving her vulnerable to continued harm after she separated from and took legal
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action against her abuser. But Sessions’s opinion disregarded this factual record to conclude that A.B. was able to leave her abuser.

Next, Sessions found that A.B.’s particular social group was impermissibly circular. He argued that A.B.’s particular social group, “El Salvadoran women who are unable to leave their domestic relationships,” was defined by the persecution of its members, which is not allowed under the INA. He wrote, “To be cognizable, a particular social group must ‘exist independently’ of the harm asserted in an application for asylum . . . .” Therefore, under Sessions’s interpretation, the central component of an asylum seeker’s purported particular social group could not be the harm, persecution, or threat the asylum seeker is fleeing.

Similarly, Sessions held that the BIA erred in finding the required nexus between the harm A.B. endured and her group membership. He argued that A.B. was not persecuted by her husband because of her membership in the group “El Salvadoran women who are unable to leave their domestic relationships.” He wrote that there was “no evidence that her husband knew any such social group existed, or that he persecuted [his] wife for reasons unrelated to their relationship.” Thus, in Sessions’s opinion, A.B.’s asylum claim lacked a crucial element: a proven connection between the harm she suffered and her membership in the particular social group she asserted.

But this analysis does not account for the dynamics of abusive relationships or the societal acceptance of IPV in the Northern Triangle. First, Sessions’s dismissal of A.B.’s particular social group as impermissibly circular ignores the factual record. A.B.’s particular social group, as defined in her asylum claim, encompassed more than just the harm that she suffered. She did not claim to be a member of the group, for example, “El Salvadoran women who are victims of domestic violence,” which could be understood as relying only upon the harm she was fleeing. Rather, she was unable to leave her relationship not only because she was abused, but also because the government was unwilling to protect her from the abuse. Her protection orders went unenforced, rendering her attempts to escape her ex-husband within El Salvador ineffective. Thus, the particular social group is not defined solely by the harm she suffered.

Second, the fact that a woman is abused and is unable to leave due to the abuse undoubtedly contributes to her continued abuse. Thus, there is a
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plausible nexus between the abuse A.B. endured and her particular social group. The infliction of domestic violence is about power, and abusers exploit the vulnerability of their partners to gain and exercise such power. A woman’s inability to leave a relationship—due to fear, financial hardship, or a lack of protection from law enforcement—can exacerbate abuse because an abuser knows he can inflict violence without consequence.

Further, A.B.’s husband was likely aware that IPV often went unpunished in El Salvador: despite abusing his wife for years and her getting a protective order against him, he was never arrested. There is thus evidence that he knew the group “El Salvadoran women who are unable to leave their domestic relationships” existed (although he might not have thought of it in those exact terms) and that he abused A.B. at least in part because she belonged to it. Sessions suggested that the idea that A.B.’s husband abused her because she was an El Salvadoran woman who could not leave their relationship strained credulity. But it is conceivable that A.B.’s husband inflicted such vicious and prolonged violence upon her precisely because he knew he could do so with impunity. Like so much of Sessions’s decision in Matter of A-B-, the analysis of A.B.’s particular social group revealed his willful ignorance of the plight of abused women.

Finally, Sessions found that A.B. “failed to demonstrate that the government of El Salvador was unable or unwilling to protect her from her ex-husband.” Sessions again cited the fact that A.B. had “received various restraining orders” from law enforcement to support this assertion. He failed to mention that she continued to be abused after they were issued. He also stated that “[n]o country provides its citizens with complete security from private criminal activity, and perfect protection is not required.” Indeed, the protection offered to women and girls in El Salvador is far from perfect—between 2013 and 2016, the government convicted only 5 percent of individuals tried for the murder of women.

Sessions’s decision in Matter of A-B- reveals much about how he viewed, and the Trump administration continues to view, asylum and domestic violence. Sessions believed asylum should be granted sparingly and asserted that it is an
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inappropriate remedy for people who are fleeing “private” violence. In *Matter of A-B*, he identified the “prototypical refugee” as one who “flees her home country because the government has persecuted her.”¹⁹⁶ For Sessions, gang and domestic violence perpetrated by non-governmental actors “[g]enerally” did not constitute a basis for asylum.¹⁹⁷ “An alien,” he wrote in his decision, “may suffer threats and violence in a foreign country for any number of reasons relating to her social, economic, family, or other personal circumstances. Yet the asylum statute does not provide redress for all misfortune.”¹⁹⁸ From Sessions’s perspective, asylum was an inappropriate solution to the brutality A.B. suffered.

But this dichotomy between private and state-sanctioned violence falls apart upon a closer look at the conditions in the Northern Triangle. The state may not explicitly carry out IPV, but it often implicitly condones it.¹⁹⁹ In each of the cases discussed above, the legal systems in the women’s native countries failed to protect them from their abusers. A.B. received protective orders but the police failed to enforce them, leading to her continued abuse and suffering at the hands of her husband.²⁰⁰ In Guatemala, Rody Alvarado was told by a judge—an official tasked with upholding the law—“that he did not get involved in domestic disputes.”²⁰¹ The judge in L.R.’s domestic violence case refused to help her unless she had sex with him.²⁰² Aminta Cifuentes’s husband did not worry about facing consequences for his abuse because “even the police and judges beat their wives.”²⁰³ These are cases in which the government is “unable or unwilling” to protect victims of domestic violence, thus allowing such violence to continue unchecked. In denying such victims asylum by claiming there is an insufficient connection between government action and the underlying harm, Sessions misapplied the law. The public-private distinction underlying Sessions’s entire asylum theory ignores the ways in which public officials, institutions, and norms enable private actors to commit violence with impunity.

Further, the view that domestic violence is “private” ignores that IPV both is caused by and contributes to women’s political, economic, and legal disempowerment. In Sessions’s view, domestic violence was not an appropriate basis for asylum because it happened between private parties and related to a
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private, intimate relationship. He suggested that A.B. was abused by her husband because of “his preexisting personal relationship with the victim” and “reasons [related] to their relationship.” But this idea—that domestic violence results from relationship problems between two people—disregards the cultural underpinnings of IPV. Domestic violence is a manifestation of misogyny perpetrated to maintain traditional gender hierarchies. As one scholar wrote, “[D]omestic violence is not a private relationship gone awry but rather a self-reinforcing expression of widespread social norms. Society communicates to men that they have the right and the power to abuse female partners.” Domestic violence is almost always part of a greater culture of gender inequality and is inseparable from the societal structures that uphold it. It is this crucial connection between the public and the private that Sessions missed when he trivialized the violence that IPV survivors suffer as “private.”

Moreover, casting domestic violence as a private issue has historically allowed such violence to flourish. For decades in the United States, for example, IPV was not criminalized because the government did not want to intrude into the domestic sphere. Indeed, society has long considered wife-beating a husband’s prerogative, leading to standards such as the rule of chastisement that allowed a man to legally beat his wife as long as he did so with a rod no wider than the width of a thumb. This history reveals the dangers of characterizing domestic violence as a private matter instead of a global cultural phenomenon that reinforces traditional gender hierarchies. Such a characterization perpetuates abuse: “By excluding the state from the home, doctrines of privacy immunize men from legal responsibility for acts of violence against women.”

*Matter of A-B-* was wrongly decided. In the opinion, Sessions minimized the fact that the El Salvadoran government repeatedly failed to protect A.B. from her abusive husband, leaving her with few options but to flee. Further, by characterizing the abuse A.B. suffered—and domestic violence more generally—as private criminal activity, the opinion ignored that domestic violence is inseparable from the legal and social structures that allow it to continue. Based on this flawed understanding of the dynamics of domestic abuse, *Matter of A-B-* wrongly concluded that victims of IPV are, in general, ineligible for asylum.
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V. THE POTENTIAL OF GRACE V. WHITAKER

Sessions’s decision in Matter of A-B- represented a setback for survivors of gender-based violence and their advocates. But the holding itself is narrow. Much of what Sessions expressed in the opinion—about domestic violence “generally” not being a sound basis for asylum, for example—is merely dicta. The legally binding parts of Matter of A-B- do not preclude victims from being granted asylum based on experiences of domestic violence. Rather, they return the state of asylum law to a pre-Matter of A-R-C-G- legal landscape. There is no longer a clear precedent for how a victim of IPV may be granted asylum. But this does not mean that advocates should stop bringing such claims.

Two days after Sessions decided Matter of A-B-, the USCIS issued new interim guidance for asylum officers conducting credible fear interviews with asylum seekers.210 The guidance was finalized in a Policy Memorandum on July 11, 2018 (the “Memo”).211 The Memo explicitly applied the Matter of A-B-decision and its heightened requirements for asylum claims to credible fear interviews.212 It instructed asylum officers that “[i]n general,. . . claims based on membership in a putative particular social group defined by the members’ vulnerability to harm of domestic violence or gang violence committed by non-government actors will not establish the basis for asylum, refugee status, or a credible or reasonable fear of persecution.”213 The Memo thus turned Matter of A-B-’s flawed central premise—which should not have been legally binding, but merely dicta—into a practical directive to asylum officers. The Memo clarified the federal government’s position in the wake of Matter of A-B-: asylum seekers fleeing domestic and gang-based violence likely did not qualify for asylum. It advised asylum officers that “few gang-based or domestic-violence claims . . . pass the ‘significant possibility’ test in credible-fear screenings.”214

Asylum officers began to incorporate the Memo’s directives into credible fear interviews and denied asylum hearings to asylum seekers if they were victims of domestic or gang violence.215 Credible fear interviews had long been a part of the asylum process for asylum seekers who were apprehended at the border or within the United States; asylum seekers who expressed no credible fear of persecution in their home countries faced expedited removal—they did not get a hearing before an immigration judge.216 Because expedited removal
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posed a risk of sending eligible asylum seekers back to their home countries, where they faced real danger, Congress “intended the credible fear determinations to be governed by a low screening standard.” Thus, if an asylum officer found that an asylum seeker expressed credible fear during the interview, they were given the opportunity to be heard by an immigration judge.

The Memo changed the credible fear process, with dire results for some asylum seekers fleeing domestic and gang violence. After the promulgation of the Memo, asylum officers denied the asylum claims of victims of domestic and gang violence even though “the asylum officers found that plaintiffs’ accounts were sincere.” Twelve asylum seekers who alleged “sexual abuse, kidnappings, and beatings” but were denied asylum at the credible fear stage sued the acting Attorney General, Matthew Whitaker. They claimed that the new credible fear guidelines established in Matter of A-B- and codified in the memo violated both the Administrative Procedure Act and the INA. The asylum seekers argued that the new policies were “inconsistent with the intent of Congress as articulated in the INA” because they established a heightened standard for asylum seekers at the credible fear stage. A district court in Washington, D.C., agreed. On December 19, 2018, the court granted the plaintiffs’ request for a preliminary injunction, effectively stopping implementation of the Memo’s directives. Grace v. Whitaker dealt a blow to Matter of A-B-’s legacy and undermined its practical effect.

The plaintiffs in Grace v. Whitaker, like many of the asylum seekers discussed in this Note, fled grisly violence in their home countries and sought refuge in the United States because they had no other options. The named plaintiff, Grace, left Guatemala “after having been raped, beaten, and threatened for over twenty years by her partner who disparaged her because of her indigenous heritage.” Rather than helping her, the local authorities to whom Grace reported the abuse conspired with her abuser to evict her from her home. Another plaintiff, Carmen, fled her home country with her young child because her husband “sexually assaulted, stalked, and threatened her” even after she moved out of their home to try to escape him. Yet another, Mina, was attacked not by an intimate partner but by gang members who beat her until she could not
walk and put her on a “hit list.”\textsuperscript{227} She believed seeking asylum in the United States was her only chance at survival.\textsuperscript{228}

All of the plaintiffs were victims of domestic or gang-related violence and thus were the types of asylum seekers impacted by Sessions’s decision in \textit{Matter of A-B-}. Their cases illuminated the human impact of \textit{Matter of A-B-}: under the new rules, their claims lacked merit and so they could not credibly fear return to their countries of origin.\textsuperscript{229} Having been denied at the credible fear stage, the plaintiffs faced imminent deportation and a return to the dangerous situations from which they had fled. They filed a motion for a preliminary injunction and an emergency motion for stay of removal, challenging \textit{Matter of A-B-} as it was interpreted and applied in the Memo.

The plaintiffs argued against three aspects of Sessions’s decision and the Memo. First, the plaintiffs challenged the “general rule against credible fear claims related to domestic or gang-related violence” on the grounds that such a rule is in tension with the requirement that asylum claims be decided on a case-by-case basis.\textsuperscript{230} Sessions wrote in \textit{Matter of A-B-} that “[g]enerally” such claims would not be cognizable;\textsuperscript{231} the Memo similarly directed asylum officers that the “harm of domestic violence or gang violence committed by non-government actors will not establish the basis for asylum.”\textsuperscript{232} The \textit{Grace v. Whitaker} court agreed with the plaintiffs, holding that such a general rule was impermissible under the INA.\textsuperscript{233} It found, “First, the general rule [wa]s arbitrary and capricious because there [wa]s no legal basis for an effective categorical ban on domestic violence and gang-related claims. Second, such a general rule [ran] contrary to the individualized analysis required by the INA.”\textsuperscript{234}

Thus, the court found that in \textit{Matter of A-B-}, Sessions had overstepped his rule; his reading of the INA was at odds with what Congress intended.\textsuperscript{235} Congress mandated in the INA that asylum seekers could not be deported through the expedited removal process if they established a credible fear of persecution or harm.\textsuperscript{236} Therefore, a blanket rule that denied asylum seekers’ claims at the credible fear interview stage based on the type of harm they suffered—especially the claims of asylum seekers who had \textit{shown} credible fear—violated the statute.\textsuperscript{237} The district court made clear that, as applied at the credible fear stage, any general prohibition on granting asylum to victims of
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domestic or gang-related violence was “arbitrary and capricious and violates the immigration laws.”\(^{238}\) The decision thus stripped Matter of A-B-’s dangerous dicta of much of its practical effect at the credible fear stage.

Second, the plaintiffs challenged what they perceived to be a “heightened standard for persecution involving non-governmental actors” required by Matter of A-B- and the Memo.\(^{239}\) In Matter of A-B-, Sessions argued that domestic and gang-related violence-based asylum claims generally lacked a sufficient connection between the harm the asylum seeker suffered and government action (or inaction). He argued that in order for someone to qualify for asylum based on harm inflicted by private individuals, they had to “show that the government condoned the private actions ‘or at least demonstrated a complete helplessness to protect the victims.’”\(^{240}\) This “condoned” or “complete helplessness” language was included in the Memo.\(^{241}\) The plaintiffs argued that this standard departed from previous caselaw establishing that asylum seekers who suffered harm at the hands of private actors just had to show that the government was “unwilling or unable” to help them.

The district court agreed.\(^{242}\) Again pointing to statutory intent, the court found that the “unwilling or unable” standard was “settled at the time the Refugee Act was codified, and therefore the Attorney General’s ‘condoned’ or ‘complete helplessness’ standard is not a permissible construction of the persecution requirement.”\(^{243}\) In other words, Sessions did not have the authority to effectively change the standard required by the INA in a way that contradicted the underlying intent of the statute.

Third, the Grace v. Whitaker plaintiffs alleged that the Memo inappropriately asserted that all particular social groups based on claims of domestic violence were “impermissibly circular.”\(^{244}\) In Matter of A-B-, Sessions found that A.B.’s particular social group was impermissibly circular because it rested in part on her inability to leave her relationship, which was related to her claimed persecution—the abuse she suffered at the hands of her husband.\(^{245}\) The Memo took this analysis one step further by stating that some particular social groups, including one comprised of those unable to leave abusive relationships, could never be grounds for asylum.\(^{246}\) But again, the court took issue with the federal government’s attempt to create a general rule governing domestic violence asylum claims. The court wrote, “to the extent the [Memo] imposes a
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general circularity rule foreclosing [domestic violence] claims without taking into account the independent characteristics presented in each case, the rule is arbitrary, capricious, and contrary to immigration law." 247 The INA requires an individualized consideration of each asylum seeker’s claim at the credible fear stage. 248 Directives that undermine such fact-specific consideration are thus unacceptable.

The district court in Grace v. Whitaker granted a permanent injunction to the plaintiffs and forbade the federal government from using the Memo to guide credible fear interviews. It was, consequently, a major victory for domestic violence and asylum advocates in the wake of Matter of A-B-. Most importantly, the decision undermined Sessions’s attempt to create a general rule for asylum officers dealing with any asylum claims arising from domestic or gang-related violence. Following Grace v. Whitaker, each credible fear determination requires an individualized assessment of the merits of each asylum seeker’s claim. Rules that automatically deny asylum based on the type of harm suffered fail this standard. Grace v. Whitaker therefore struck an important blow to the most dangerous aspect of Matter of A-B-: the idea that “generally” domestic violence victims do not have viable asylum claims.

VI.

THE IMPLICATIONS OF MATTER OF A-B-

Grace v. Whitaker’s power to curtail Matter of A-B- has its limits. Most importantly, Grace v. Whitaker applies only to the credible fear stage. Matter of A-B- is still binding on immigration judges and the BIA. Thus, it is difficult to know exactly what impacts Matter of A-B- has had since it was decided in June 2018. So much of immigration adjudication is unpublished, making it difficult to discern how immigration judges have been interpreting and applying Matter of A-B-. It is also almost impossible to identify what type of deterrent effect, if any, Matter of A-B- has had or will have on asylum seekers fleeing domestic violence. But it is clear that Sessions’s decision in Matter of A-B- could have tragic human consequences.

Although the holding in Matter of A-B- was narrow, the media coverage of the case has largely suggested that Sessions stopped domestic violence asylum altogether. 249 This misinformation might lead asylum applicants and attorneys to not petition for asylum based on domestic violence. It also could affect the way
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that immigration judges decide domestic violence cases because they might interpret Matter of A-B- as being broader than it really is.

An important aspect of the legal strategy around Matter of A-B-, therefore, must be to educate attorneys, judges, asylum officers, asylum seekers, and the general public about what the law actually says. Additionally, it is imperative for lawyers to continue to bring domestic violence asylum cases and to hone the particular social group strategy. Sessions asserted in Matter of A-B- that a particular social group is impermissibly circular if it is defined by its members’ shared persecution. While this argument has flaws, it might be wise for advocates to experiment with simpler, less specific particular social groups that do not rely on an aspect of shared harm.

For example, an asylum seeker fleeing domestic violence in the Northern Triangle might claim asylum based on her membership in the group “Guatemalan women.” The benefit of this formulation is that the group is not defined by its members’ persecution, and therefore holds up against Sessions’s arguments about impermissible circularity in Matter of A-B-. Even though it is a broad definition that would apply to millions of people—that is, every Guatemalan woman—particular social groups can still be cognizable even if they are broad. To make this claim successful, an asylum seeker’s attorney would need to offer evidence about why being a woman in Guatemala can be dangerous, such as statistics about high rates of femicide and examples of violence against women being committed with impunity. The key step when using a nationality-plus-gender social group would be establishing that the asylum seeker suffered harm because of her gender. To do so, the attorney would need to discuss how domestic violence is related to patriarchal social structures, and show that those structures exist in the country in question. Beginning with Kasinga, creating specific particular social groups like those articulated in Matter of A-R-C-G- and Matter of A-B- seemed like a promising strategy. However, attorneys should rethink that strategy in the wake of Matter of A-B-. For asylum seekers fleeing countries that are particularly dangerous for women and girls, claiming asylum based simply on gender plus nationality might provide a viable alternative.

Further, there is some precedent for IPV victims to successfully claim asylum based on persecution because of their political opinion. In one 2014 case, a Guatemalan woman who had experienced domestic abuse was granted asylum based on her political belief “that women in Guatemala should be treated as equal partners in marriage.” Her attorneys argued that her husband brutalized her in
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part because she held feminist beliefs which dictated that she was equal to him in their relationship. In another case, the Ninth Circuit held that a rape and domestic violence victim was eligible for asylum where her abuser believed “that a man has a right to dominate” and the abuser “persecuted [the victim] to force her to accept this opinion without rebellion.”\footnote{Lazo-Majano v. INS, 813 F.2d 1432, 1435 (9th Cir. 1987), overruled on other grounds by Fisher v. INS, 79 F.3d 955 (9th Cir. 1996).}

In its holding, the court emphasized that it did not matter whether the victim actually held a certain political opinion, as long as her abuser believed that she did.\footnote{Id.}

The political opinion framework thus accounts for theories of domestic violence that assert men batter their wives to preserve gender supremacy.\footnote{See generally Houston, supra note 187 (discussing Lenore Walker’s 1979 study on battered women, as well as other feminist theories of IPV).}

In contrast to the particular social group formulation, it shifts the focus from the harm the asylum seeker suffered to the causes of that harm, explicitly linking patriarchal beliefs about the role of women with the infliction of domestic violence. However, in the wake of Matter of A-B-, it might prove difficult to establish that an abuser abused a victim because of the victim’s political opinion. Diets in Matter of A-B- instructed that domestic violence is generally rooted in personal animosity between two people in a relationship.\footnote{27 I. & N. Dec. 316, 339 (Att’y Gen. 2018), abrogated by Grace v. Whitaker, 344 F. Supp. 3d 96 (D.D.C. 2018).}

Based on this flawed understanding of the dynamics of domestic violence, immigration courts might be skeptical of political opinion claims absent explicit evidence that the infliction of abuse was linked to a perceived political belief. Therefore, using political opinion might not avoid one of the key issues with Matter of A-B-: the opinion’s minimization of the political, legal, and cultural context in which domestic violence flourishes.

In general, it will be important for attorneys to make explicit the conditions that survivors of domestic violence are fleeing in their home countries.\footnote{See, e.g., BARNARD ET AL., supra note 77, at 41 (“Attorneys should gather evidence about conditions in the country-of-origin related to the type of persecution the applicant has either survived or fears will take place in the future.”).}

There is concrete evidence to support the argument that women who are abused and assaulted in places like the Northern Triangle cannot seek effective state protection and should therefore be eligible for asylum under the INA. Advocates must clearly illustrate the connection between the violence women experience and the greater societal forces that allow such violence to go unpunished. Sessions argued this connection did not exist in Matter of A-B-, but advocates can and should emphasize and support this connection with empirical evidence. In that same vein, attorneys who represent IPV survivors in asylum claims must educate immigration judges and opposing counsel about the dynamics of domestic violence and how it should never be considered a private crime. They
should frame IPV as a global epidemic that is both caused by and perpetuates gender inequality.

Finally, the long-term strategy to ensure that domestic violence is a cognizable basis for asylum should include amending the INA definition of a refugee to name gender as a protected ground. Violence against women is a global crisis that affects, either directly or indirectly, every person on Earth. A third of the women in the world will be the victims of some type of gender-based violence in their lifetimes, and women are killed by their intimate partners at extremely high rates. This violence is both a symptom and a cause of gender inequality; women will never be entirely equal until they can move safely through the world. Due to its prevalence and severity, persecution based on gender should be grounds for asylum in the United States.

Matter of A-B’s most important impact will be its human one. It is easy to talk about the complexities of and strategies for asylum law while forgetting its substantial human consequences. The stakes are high; often, quite literally, lives hang in the balance. For women like Rody Alvarado, Aminta Cifuentes, and A.B., asylum is their only viable choice to lead a safe, free life. Each of these women sought protection in her home country; each sought to separate herself from her abuser by leaving, hiding, or running away. And yet each had her government fail her, and each continued to experience severe abuse as punishment for the offense of being a woman. If any one of them had been deported from the United States, she would have been in life-threatening danger.

The former Attorney General and others who criticize a broad application of asylum law paint asylum seekers as people cheating the immigration system to fast-track their way to the American Dream. But the stories of these women belie this cynical perspective—they are not fabricating a tragic story to get into the United States. They are fleeing for their lives and making incredible sacrifices to do so. They have no good options, no easy choices. There is a moral and legal imperative to ensure that their asylum claims are heard before immigration judges who apply the law as it was meant to be applied—to provide refuge for the most vulnerable people in this world.

CONCLUSION

Asylum has become a fraught political issue. In comments referencing asylum seekers from Central America, President Trump has claimed that “[o]ur country is full.” It is important to keep sight of whom asylum policies affect, of who is left out when we close our doors: women like Rody Alvarado, L.R., Aminta Cifuentes, A.B., and countless others fleeing for their lives. They have endured severe harm and abuse; many seek to escape near-certain death. Given

the threats they face at home, it is unlikely that they will stop coming. What matters is whether they are heard, welcomed, and made safe. As one commentator put it, “The United States cannot erect a wall and expect women to resign themselves to stay put . . . and be slaughtered.”

For these women and their advocates, Matter of A-B- and the broader national climate that made the decision possible represent a setback. The case narrows the grounds upon which asylum can be granted. But, importantly, it does not foreclose the possibility that asylum seekers may be granted asylum based on their experience of domestic violence. Indeed, in the months since A-B- was decided, judges have continued to grant asylum in such cases.

Recognizing that domestic violence both perpetuates and is perpetuated by political, social, and legal systems that disempower women, attorneys should continue to bring domestic violence asylum claims in the wake of Matter of A-B-. They should use this opportunity to think critically and creatively about the best ways to fit victims of domestic violence into the INA’s definition of a refugee, including by relying on broader particular social group classifications and shifting to a political opinion framework. Either of these strategies would require attorneys to educate courts on how domestic violence connects to political and legal systems that contribute to gender inequality. Given the high rates of gender-based violence, advocates and activists should also push to change the INA definition to include women as forming a protected group in their own right.

Finally, Matter of A-B- has exposed the ways in which asylum law is vulnerable to political pressure and change. Thus, attorneys and elected officials should contemplate structural changes to the system that would insulate asylum adjudication from shifting political winds while making the process more transparent and predictable. For example, Congress could pass legislation mandating that more immigration cases be published, thereby creating opportunities for more meaningful oversight of the process by the public and legislators. Additionally, Congress could change the federal regulations that currently allow the Attorney General to direct any case to himself or herself for decision. This might help stabilize how immigration cases are decided from one presidential administration to another. In the months and years ahead, reforming the immigration court system may prove critical in securing the rights and futures of those who seek asylum in the United States.

In Matter of A-B- Sessions wrote,

The persistence of domestic violence in El Salvador . . . does not establish that El Salvador was unable or unwilling to protect A-B- from her husband, any more than the persistence of domestic violence in the United States means that our government is unwilling or unable to
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protect victims of domestic violence. The United States is not as dangerous as the Northern Triangle for women, but its rates of IPV are still dishearteningly high. Over one-third of American women have experienced sexual assault, physical violence, or stalking by an intimate partner. From 2010 to 2017, approximately 78 percent of female homicide victims were killed by a current or former partner. The Supreme Court has held that women have no constitutional right to police protection from their abusers.

I include these statistics not to argue that asylum seekers should stop seeking refuge in the United States, but rather to suggest that there is work to be done to make this country safer both for refugees and for victims of domestic violence. There is a connection between the idea, expressed in Matter of A-B-, that domestic violence is primarily a private crime whose victims are not eligible for asylum and the persistent unwillingness of American law enforcement to take domestic violence claims seriously. In this way, perhaps the United States’ current conception of domestic violence asylum reveals something about our own country and the way we value—or fail to value—the lives of women and girls. In the wake of Matter of A-B-, attorneys and advocates must seek to shift this conception to help the plight of women both at home and abroad.
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